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ROTC ceremony honors: veterans
the past and present and a dedication lo the
militaiy credo of duty, honor and country.
Air Force ROTC cadet Steven Sewell, a
senior in aviation management from Long
Bc:ich, Calif.• a representative of Rare. led
the Veteran's Day ceremony with a speech
that honored the veterans of the militaiy.

Army Rare cannons boomed each time
Sewell mentioned the words, "duty, honflr
and country," during his speech.
"Standing before the flag and reading the
speech sent chills up my spine... he said. "II
was the most rewarding thing I've done for
theRare.".

The National Anthem was sung and an
invocation was re.:d by pastor Kevin
Hopkins.
More than a hundred people gath~red
Afterward, everyone. with their right hand~
under the American flag this Friday during
over their hearts, recited the Pledge of
the SIUC ROTC Veteran's Day ceremony,
Allegiance.
which emphasized respect for the veterans of
Four people then read speeches that
expressed their appreciation of veterans of
the past and ·present.
SIUC USG president Ed Sawyer, also a
Navy veteran, was the first speaker. His
· ,sp:crh focused what it mean.~ID be a;veteran
•arid why all Americans shoilld honor them.
"Veteran."' arc no anomaly - who we see
here today is America." he ~id."A ,·ctcran is
our mother, father, brother, sister, neighbor
- they arc our loved ones."
His speech also r.:flected on the veteran's
devotion ID the country. ·
"Every veteran ha.~ seen sacrifice," he said.
"When you strip it all away, veterans arc
Americans that have given themselves ID the
future of our country. Veterans have sustained the freedom that is America."
Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard presented
a ci1y prodamalion lo the ROTC. n.-cognizing and honoring Veteran's Day. Dillard later
observed a link between generations of 1he
mililary.
"This was an oulstanding Velcran's Day
ceremony," he said. "We had ve1erans that
have served in World War II, Vietnam.
Korea and Desert Storm. I think it wa."' meaningfuI for the younger military to sec the
older
\"Clerans."
Staff Photo by Chrl• Gauthier
David Kenny. an SIUC professor emeritus
Daniel Smeltzer (foreground left), a junior from Lyones, signaled the firing of the cannon at the SIUC ROTC
Veteran's Day ceremony held on campus late Friday afternoon.
see VETERANS, page 8
By Benjamin Golshahr
Staff Reporter

.Bost prepares to trade in
firefighting for lawmaking
By Dean Weaver
Senior Reporter

During the second week of
January. Mike Bost will he changing suits a.~ he gives up being a fulltime Murphysboro firclighler and
assumes the role of slate representative for lhc I 15th district.
Bost admits that working in
Springfield will he somewhat of an
adjustment for his wife, Tracy. and
the couple· s children Stephen. 1-1.
Ka.",Cy, 13, and Kaitlin, 5.
"It will he a lifestyle change. but
ii shouldn't be too much of a strain
on my family because lhcy will
know when I will he away." he
said.
Bost will 1radc his 24-hours-nn.
48-hours-off fire department shifis

for thn.'C to five days each WL'Ck at
the state capital in Springfield discussing budgets and bills. He
admits the difference in duties will
he quite a switch.
"The hardest thing about being a
state representative is leaving my
job a."' a fireligh1cr, but I will still he
a volunteer." he said.
Bost. JJ. said he enjoyed fire
lighting and was a paid-per-call
volunteer Murphysboro firefighter
fmm 1989 to 1992 before becoming full-time.
Bost spent Saturday morning
moving boxes of papers and computc r equipment out of his
Carbondale campaign office, and
said he is still a little numb wi1h the

Illinois Welfare system criticized;
panelists offer possible solutions
By Stephanie Molett!
Senior Reporter

A group of four panelist."' who
discussed the topic of welfare for
the unwed unani,nously agreed
that Illinois' welfare system is in
need of reform.
The Southern Illinois Chapter
of the American Civil Liberties
Union addressed 1hc issue in an
educational public meeting held
Nov. 10 in the Lcsar Law School
auditorium.
Members of the panel included Gerald Hawkins, state representative for the I 15th district:

Brandon Greene, director of
Projccl Twelve Ways: Raynee
Goffinet. child welfare specialist
for Lutheran Social Services of
Illinois and Marcia Duffield.
hcallh educator ai Carbondale's
Adolescent Health Center.
Duffield deals with primary
care for teenagers and unwanled
pregnancies.
She said reform of public
a.'l.sistancc must include flexibility, a more natural proces."' toward
employment, completion of edu•
cation and training to provide
wages without incurring time
limitations, flexible and quality

ev Chad Anderson
Staff Reporter

SIUC's Undergraduate Student
Government Senate has passed a
referendum which will allow the
studcnl body to vote on a proposed
S30 arhlctic-fee increase.

see WELFARE, page 7

see BOST, page 5

USG plans referendum on athletic fee
Student opinions
to be heard about
proposed .increase

child c-.irc. work inccnlivcs. ca.",C
management and enfofC!!mcnt of
child support.
"There should be no time limilations or family caps which cul
off aid for a certain number of
children - we call ii child
exclusion," Duffield said.
Duffield also said there should
nol be manda1ory disclosure-offather regulations.
Goffinet said the numllcr of
single parents receiving welfare
is increasing.
Goffinet said there arc two

The increa.",C was originally proposed as a $40 increase, but that
was voted down by the student
body last year. The current plan
would potentially incre.:.sc the fee
over a two-year period through fOtJr
semesters.
Students would pay alternating
amount."' of S7 and S8 through the
fall and spring semesters of 19951995 and 1996-1997.
Jemal Powell. USG senator for
the college of mass communica•
lions, said he drafted the referen-

Dog days:
4-year-old German Shepherd makes
newest member of Cartiondale Police
- Story on poge 3

dum, which was pa.'1.",Cd during the
Nov. 2 senate meeting, because the
incrca....e should be voled on by the
sludenl..,.
"I feel if the University is going
to incrca....e the athletic fee, it should
be put up to the students in a referendum," Powell said. '"The IBHE
(Illinois Board of Higher
Education) recommends any
increases go before the student
body."This is not for or against the
increa....e, it's a chance for the people who put us in office to have

Opinion
-Seepage 4
Comic•
-Seepage 13
Claulfled
•-See page 11
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their voice heard."
USG president Edwin Sawyer
said the referendum was a good
idea, and was "j,lea.",Cd it pa....sed.
"I think it will allow the students
lo sec whether. or not they want an
increa....e," he said. "'They had last
year and the summer to think about
iL They will be more informed."
Powell said he was indifferent to
the outcome of the vote by the student body: } • -...:·· ..

Gus Bode

Gua uys doN this mem we
could actually have • winning
foolball NMOII? .

.,

8NVOTE,pege5.

• Harrier Jennie Homer qualifies for Nationals
• Men's hoops.whips Ukraine in exhibition
'

.
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Relations
B;,non Univenity International
Graduate Centen combine a
tradition of academic excellence
with a rich divcnity of rCiOurcc, to
provide students with an exceptional educational experience.
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WASHING10N-With Republicans tlking control of Congress, President
Ointon will find his entire foreign policy confronted by one of the Democrats' worst nightmares: the harsh scrutiny and frequently outright opposition of Jesse Helms, R-N.C., dean of Senate conservatives and incoming
r.hainnan of the Foreign Relations Committee. The committee's powers,
which include aulhorizing !he money for foreign aid and the conduct ofU.S.
activities abroad, give it die potential to be a significant player. No ooe recognizes that better than Helms, who has spent two decades waging skilled
parliamentary gucnilla warfare against what he percei\'ed as the tenll:B:y of
~ v e presidenb to be too soft oo combating communism, too willing to
surrender American sovereignty to vaguely defmed multilateralism and too
canplaccnt about squandering U.S. tax dollars on dubious foreign ventures.
- from Delly Egyptian wire NrVlces

In a story Friday titled "mHE misplaces burden or affordability," John Haller was qUOled a1 saying he wa, c:onccmed !hat a report placed a funding
burden on governing boards. Haller said his real concern was with extra
responsibilities, such as campus referendums, being added to governing
board duties.
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-If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily

· Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
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ATLANTIS RETRIEVES REUSABLE SATELLITE -

REEBOK

106 S. Illinois Ave• CARBONDALE
Across from Old Train Depot

c:entuly. The new bl.>dgct Jl'OPOSCS spending cuis in cdll:ation, defense, scientific
and b:allh care. but lhe b~-est culbacks come in a generous
. pensiatsysiemoflmscoredforibcorrup:iOn.
.· .· ..

CAPE CANAVERAL, Aa.-Balancing P.vity and rocket power on a
niathematical tighlropC. the shuttle Atlantts' crew looped beneath a German satellite Saturday and captured it from below, demonstrating a critical new technique for docking with die Russian Mir space station. Astronaut Ellen Ochoa, operating Atlantis' 50-foot-long robot mm, plucked the
boxy 35-ton CRISTA-SPAS science satellite out of open space at 8 a.r.1.
to accomplish one of the mission's final major objectives. The reusable
satellite WM launched from Atlantis by French astronaut Jean-Francois
Oervoy on Nov. 4 for eight days of autonomous operation. Equipped with
two instruments, the satellite collected data on the chemistry of 07.0ne de-pletion and the effects of ultraviolet radi:ition from the sun. The 11-day
mission is scheduled IO end Monday at the Kennedy Space Center here.
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· R O ~ womr Eduardo Fumagalli rode all niglt at a lrain to help
deliver a message lhal rolled like dnmdcr-1 million voice., sttong- mu
a partisan Rome on Saturday. In what organims called the largest succt
cbnomtrationinRClllCsinceWcxidWarU,lab<runimsdeliveredastinging
rebuttal to plans by billionaire Prime Minister Silvio Bcrlusconi to slash
pensiats and sociaf savices. Bcrlusconi, a political rodcie, spang 10 power
last spring from the ashes of a political Establishment destroyed by a
conupdan scaooaL Attempting to balance die boolcs-gm,:mmentdebtcq-

10:00am- t:OOsa .• ,RUSSIAN OIL SP,ILL P.0SES ECONOMIC.1HREATUST-USA. Russia-Oil CCIIIS the hulls of fishing bolllS in the ice akmg the
banks d lhe !uhora Riva; This autumn. the peopled Ust•Usa wadled
· helplessly a s ~ of 10nS of oil begin oozing inlO the_n,t Wa!ery
nc:twodc that flows ftom lhe deseaared oil fields dUsinslt into the Pectoa.
then 4SO miles mnh through the tundra to the BarcinU Sea. The few fish that
swam upsucmn this
ftdced of pc1r01eum and were Inedible. fishermen
say. Earlier this month, _iouma1im and environmentalists discovered more
fresh oil hemorrhaging from three new ruptureS in lhe decrepit Usinslt oil
pipeline network. One huge leak, captured on videotape by the environDrinking and riding can lead to a
mental group Grccnpeace, gushed about 13,000 tons of oil, Russian sciloss of license, a conviction, or
entists say.
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's·
the best call you can make.
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You're on your way to college. And you're looking for a
part-time job to help you pay for it. Join the Anny National
Guard! For about two days a month and two weeks a year,
you'll work a part-time job that makes a difference.
You'll be eligible for up to $5,000 in education assistance
with the ~ontgomery GI Bill. And, dupPS the course of 1 , 1·
your six-year enlistment, you11 also eam a
IUJNOIS
minimum salary of $11,000. Join the Anny
National Guard today! Call:
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Four years of college assistance
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Distance learning tO smrt·next·SUffllTler
By Marc Chase

universities ncross"lllinois are

Senior Reporter

beginning to implement in their
academic programs, and Caroline
Snyder. dean of Morris Library,
said she wants to see SIUC keep
pa'-'"C with its counterparts.
Snyder, who m'Cr.;ees progress in
SIUC's Distance Learning
program, delivered a presentation
Nov. IO lo the SIU Board of
Trustees on the progress of the
program al SlUC.
Snyder said the University is
beginning to train several faculty
members to use the two S100,000

A new program allowing SIUC
faculty to transmit and receive
lectures 10 and from universities
across the slate and country by way
of a video screen was n.-ceived with
enthusiasm by the SIU Board of
Trustees.
The boanl also expressed a net.-<l
for adequate faculty training and
suppon for the program lo survive.
The new leaching method.
Distance Leaming. is a project that

siuc classrooms that arc localed Ill'.
Morris Library and Pulliam Hall to
teach their lectures to students
acro\S the state, not only SIUC
student\.
· · ··
: Mark Kochan, SIUC student
trustee. said he sees the distance
learning program as being a very
positi\·c effort by the University.
"I think students arc the main
beneficiary of this program,"

Kochan said. "I am very r,;eased
that SIU is playing an active role in
this (Distance Leaming)."
Molly D'Esposito, chairperson

of the board's finance committee,
~aid it is very important for SIU lo

C?ntinue developing_ its program to
ke~p pace with other Illinois
in.,titutions.
.
"Western Illinois has been in the
forefront of this (program) in
Illinois," D'E.~posito said. "This
investment (in Distance Learning)
is paramount in the future. given
the geographical location of SIU.
"If the University docs not
p:inicipatc now, we could be left
behind (in tc.iching technology)."
A.D. VanMeter, chili~ of the

board, said the program is very
exciting for SIU to be a part of;
however, the University must make
sure faculty arc well trained to use
distance learning. .
.
"The people (teachers) ha,·e to
get familiar with it before people
use it," VanMeter said. "The
training (to use the program) must
be ongoing as well."
John Haller, associate chancellor
for academic affairs. said
implementing the program will not
aN LEARN, page 6

Doggie bag: Canine cop discovers
2 pounds of pot during first week.
By Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter

He specializes in searching for
Inst persons. drugs. recovering
evidence. searching buildings and
tracking fugitives. llis hobbies
include taking long naps and
playing any spon that involves a
b.111
Rut the newest member of the
Carbondale police force. who
began work Wednesday. already
has uncovered two pounds of
narcotics.
Von Ja.sper Nordsce Stunn. a 4ycar-old. 75-pound Gernrnn
Shepherd. was sworn in lO the
depanment and presented a badge
Thursday at area gr.ide schools by
dtv clerk Janet Vaucht and citv
111.~nager Jeff Doheny.·
Jasper. originally from Holland.
recently completed his police
training at Vohne Liche Kennels in
Denver. Ind .. with hi·. handler.
p,llmlman Doug Brinkley.
Brinkley said Jasper is the first
canine to as,ist officers at the
Carhondale Police Dcpanment and
he is :!'<.Cited about the ne\\
addition.
'There arc ,o manv times \\here
I've wished we had a dog."' he said.
"Now this is a moment for me I've
waited a long time for - I've got a
job I lu\·e and I get to play with a
dog all day long."
Ja.~per\ duties include more than
play.
0

He sniffs out drugs and when the
police car fires up he knows it is
time to work. Brinkley said. Each
time Jasper finds what he is
looking for he gets to play with a
ball.

"Now this is a
moment for me I've
waited a long time for
- I've got a job I love
and I get to play with
a dog all day long."
-Doug Brinkley
He got his share of play
Wednesday
evening
after
uncovering two pounds of
111arijuana in an SIUC student's
,uitcasc. atier the suspect got off
the 9: 15 p.m. train from Chicago.
The police were alerted on their
tips line
Since Jasper i~ from Holland.
Brinklcv must call nut co111mands
in Dutch.
Brinkley ,aid he hand-picked
Ja,per from the kennel and was
\cry impre~scd hy his work.
"I wanted a sociable. likable
animal that had the capabilities of
heing nasty ... he said. "Jasper's
dope work impressed me. plus he
was pretty."
Mure than 200 .children al

Winkler School. 1218 W Freeman.
witnessed Vaught swear Jasper in
and Doherty talk about the new
officer.
Mary Hagan. Winkler School
principal. said the kids were
astonished at the new officer
bt.-causc they had not been told their
visitor wa.~ an animal. She said the
school works closely with the
dcpanmenl and has weekly lunch
and DARE programs.
"\Ve feel we (the school) arc
panncrs with the police," she said.
"Children need positive rule
models and seeing police at PAL
(police at lunch program) and
DARE helps dctcrdclh1quency."
She .'iaid the lunch program is a
time where officers visit the school
and cat with the children c:,ch
week.
Jarrod Jarvis • .! fourth grade
teacher at Winkler. said his students
thought the new crime dog was
great and he supports the
pannership the.school ha.~ with the
dcpanmenl. · rv "Anytime you can show kids
police in a positive way and sec
them taking an active role in the
community it is good," he said.
"The kids ~cc the support of the
police and go home and tell their
parents and that's imponant:'.
He said although the school is
filled with fourth. fifth and sixth
graders. they are never too young
to learn about drugs and crime in
!>Ociely.

Sla':t Photo by J. Bebar

C&rbondale City Clerk Janet Vaught swears In Von Jasper
Nordsee Sturm, a German Shepherd and the newest member
of the Carbondale Police force. Officer Doug Brinkley and
Jasper are the first canine unit In the force.

School of medicine in search of assistant dean
Hunt to replace
dean starts with
SIUC candidates
By Diane Dove
Staff Reporter

The SIU School nf Medicine is
searching for an a.~sistant dean for
curricular affairs. following the
resignation of its fom1er a~sistanl
dean. Manha Ellen.
Ellen left for a job in the SIUC
Affi1ma1ivc Action/Equal Opportunity office at the end of last

month.
Tom Williams. assistant dean for
administration, said the school
hopes lo h:l\·e the position filled by
February or March of next year.
The position in\olvcs coonlinating first-year medical school
curricula. representing first-year
curricula needs on institutional
committees and managing budget
and personnel, he said.
Williams. who is chair of the
search committee working to fill
the position. said the job is open 10
qualified candidates within SIUC
or the University's school of
medicine in Springfield.

The minimum qualifications for
the job, Williams said. are an
earned doctorate and the rank of
associate professor or professor.
The search committee is hoping
to hire a candidate who is familiar
with the undergraduate medical
school curricula. he said.
The application deadline for the
position is Tue.sday.
Williams said Ellen is still active
in the school.
"She is still very interested in the
medical school and in helping the
transition as best as she can," he
said.
Now coordinator of the

University Women's Professional
Advancement. Ellert said the
curriculum is divided into two
tracks - a standard curriculum
and a problem-solving curriculum.
Ellen said she hoped the new
assistant dean would be familiar
with both areas.
"One thing that is different about
our curriculum and the reason why
we even have this assistant dean
for our office is that unlike most
schools, we do not have
departments teaching courses," she
said. 'There is a separate education
office that is responsible for our
whole curriculum."

The new assistant dean should
know how to devise procedures lo
implement policies. Ellen said.
"It's not the assistant dean's role
to make policy in our school. but
what the as.~istant dean should be
able to do is to implement the
policy," she said. 'This is a job that
requires a lot of detail and a
problem solving attitude. It's a
fairly complex job with lots of little
parts."
The position is temporarily being
filled by Dr. Kevin Dorsey. clinical
associate prorcssor of internal

see DEAN, page 6

From the heart: Doctor donate-s defibrillator
By David Vlngren
Staff Reporter

A potential life-saving medical
device donated to SIUC's Student
Health Services by a Carbondale
doctor is a gift that service officials
hope never ha.~ lo be used.
Dr. M. Hal Pearlman. a surgeon
from Carbondale. donated a hean
defibrillator. a machine that
restores a normal heartbeat in
patients with abnormal heart
rhythms. The defibrillator is used
to administer electrical shocks
through the body.

The device, worth $4,000, will
replace an older defibrillator and
could save the life of a patient
going into cardiac arrest
Even though the medical staff is
gr.iteful for the donation, Dr. Mary
Pohlmann. medical chief of staff at
the health service, said she hope.~ it
never needs lo be used.
"I told him (Pearlman) that we
feel very pleased and very thankrut
for the donation and I hope we
never have to use it," Pohlmann
said.
Pohlmann said the defibrillator
ha.~ never had to be used for life-

saving purposes, but if someone
were going into cardiac arrest, it
would need 10 be used
immediately.
"An ambulance takes up to three
more minutes get here and in th:it"
three minutes someone could go
into cardiac arrest," Pohlmann said.
The defibrillator would only be
used if someone were going into
canliac arrc.st Ill the health service.
Someone in such a stale oul~idc of
the facility would be best handled
by the nearest hospital, Pohlmann
said.
Even though the young age or
,,

ir'

\.\.'!:t"..tf,r:4~;:a.•.•...••••••••-"•..-4•J~f.l!.lil:\;.~

most SIUC students docs not put modernized defibrillator had it not
them at a high risk of going into been for the donation.
Since Pearlman's P'?';tice is near
cardiac arrest ; Pohlmann said it
could happen in a situation were Carbondale Memonal Hospital, it
the body is exposed to abnonnality, is more convenient for his patients
to use their defibrillator, in whkh
such as the inlllke of medication.
The new defibrillator will be · case he no· longer needed the
'
able to administer more joules of machine, he said: •
Pearlman donated the machine to
electricity than the old one, a
difference that could be significant the University Health Service
if a patient's irregular heartbeat because he is a clinical assii.tant
required large shocks to return to professor of surgery with the SlUC
normal rhythm and prc,·ent cardiac School of Medicine., He said he
arrest, Pohlmann said.,
. appreciates lhi:_numbcr of.patient\
She said health service would the health service provides to his
have considered gelling a practice. " ,
.,,
.
l....-.- ·•• •-· •-• -• ••••:••••._~a• J,' ,· •• \ • ,\,'I-••,,'"\'•.• ..... ,,_ . . . \_•••• - - - •-• ~
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Trustee voted against
constituents~ wishes

l

STUDENT TRUSTEE MARK KOCHAN, IN VOTING
for each of the tuition increa~ for s1u·s professional schools,
has gone against the wishes of the very constituents he was
elected to represent. Kochan recently backed up his voting by
explaining his rationale at a meeting of the Graduate and
Professional Student Council
1l1e student trustee is elected by the students to represent
their views and wishes before the Boan! of Trustees and the
administration. In this position it is the trustee's responsibility
to find out, through active solicitation, exactly what
message(s) the students want sent to the higher levels of
University control.
On October 12 four tuition increases for the following
academic year came before the BOT. They were ac; follows:
3.5 percent for non-professional graduate students and all
undergradc;, 14.9 percent for the law school, 16.9 percent for
the medical school and 16 percent for the dentistry school. The
Board unanimously approved all of the increases, and Kochan
voted yes for each one ac; well. In a time when students arc
being increac;ingly forced to take out loans in order to attend
school. the comparatively (to undergrad tuition) large graduate
and professional increases stood out.
IN DEFENSE OF VOTING THE WAY HE DID Kochan
stated: 'There arc going to be times when you have to make
decisions that won't be agreed with-when you have to do
what you think is right." But. by definition an elected
representative is one who gathers a consensus of opinion and
then represents that consensus on behalf of his/her
constituents. The Student Bar Association clearly stated its
disapproval of the 14.9 percent increase. GPSC did not want
the increar;es voted on as .a package. If Kochan's decision was
disagreed with, exactly whose interests were being represented
when the trustee voted in approval of all the increases? A
major gripe of the graduate and professional students is that
there wa,; more than enough time and discussion for Kochan
to understand where they were coming from. And. that despite
this Kochan voted yes anyway.
Another sticking point is that graduate and professional
students wanted, at the very least. for the increases to have
been split up and voted on individually. This way each
increase could have been scrutinized bac;ed on its own merits
(or lack of) and then voted on accordingly. But. as it was, the
increases went before the Board on an "all or nothing" bac;is.
This lumped the undergraduate increase of 3,5 percent (which
most, including Undergraduate Student Government thought
was fair) with the much larger increases of the graduate and
professional schools.

IN RESPONSE TO FEELING LIKE THE STUDENT
Bar Association was ignored its president. Steven Friedel, has
decided to run for student trustee himself. However, many
students do not have the time or effort to play such a direct role
in the representation of their interests. As a result, the great
majority must put their interests in hands of the the student
trustee and trust he will represent these interests accurately and
effectively. Let's hope that is being done.

1-:clitorial Polil'ie..,

Letters to the Editor

Halloween causes bad SIU image
USG president Edwin Sawyer
believes the Carbondale City
Council would be better servl."ll by
ha,•ing a student representative
occupy a seat (DE 11-3-94).
However. judging by the
subsequent remark.~ of Mr. Sawyer,
one can deduce that the role of a
student elected to the Carbondale
City Council would be that of a de
facto "light-for-your-right-to-party'"
representative.
Parsons added that. " ... the city
forces students into a reactionary

state of mind."" Oh yes. the city wa.~
right there "forcing" alcohol down
the throat~ of the mob and prodding
them to ovenum automobiles. This
is a preposterous rationalization
which implies that the riotous
behavior wa.~ causal: therefore, it
wa.~ understandably justified. Sorry,
Mr. Parsons, but temper tantrums
do not win accolades among the
"grown ups:·
Mr. Sawyer went on to say that.
'The city failed. bt.>cause they don"t
understand the students." I would

say the city acted precisely because
they do understand the students.
Perhaps their decision was
shortsighted. but they made the
decision ba.'iCd on pa.~t expt."Clations
of the Halloween juvenile
escapades. Unfortunately. the
image of a SIU student body - a
few. to be sure - as a bunch of
immature children too far from
home is now reinforced in the
mind~ of many in the community.
-Darren Boch, junior, speech
communication

DE fails to cover forestry events

-

The student chapter of the Society
of American Foresters (S.A.F.)
wishes to expl\!Ss it~ di!>.,;atisfaction
with the quality and quantity of
coverage given to the student
organizations for both educational
and community event~.
1l1e Daily Egyptian in 1994 ha.s
been invited on three separate
occasions to cover forestry- related
events. The DE wa.~ invited to cover
the Arbor Day event\ sponson."ll by
the Society in the Spring of 1994.
'These event~ included a tree planting
for Lewis School in Carbondale and
several · tree plantings at the
Riverside Park for the community of
Murphysboro.
The DE wa.s also invited to cover
the annual "Walk in th.: Woods"
sponsored by the S.A.F. student
chapter of Giant City State Park on
October 22, 1994. The DE wa..s a
Giant City this same weekend but
did not auend our event. Instead, the
DE printed on the front page
photographs of the autumn colors
taken from the lookout tower located
at Giant City Lodge.
Lastly, the DE was invited to
cover an event sponsored by Xi
Sigma Pi, a forestry honor society. in
the Spring of 1994. The event wa.s 11
forestry competition in which High
school student s who arc members

of future farmers of America
panicipated.

''The student chapter
of the Society of
American Foresters
(S.A.F.) wishes to
express its
dissatisfaction with the
quality and quantity
coverage given to the
student organizations
for both educational
and community
events.n
These students came from far
rc.iches of the state to participate in
this event held at Touch of Nature.
The DE photographed the event and
interviewed several of the
participants but printed neither the
story or the photographs.
Although the DE did not take
interest in these successful events,
several regional news sources found

these events to be news worthy
stories. The ""Walk in the Woods"
made the front page of the Sunday
l."t.lition of the Southern Illinoisan on
October 23. 1994 and was also
l.'(wercd by WSIL news Channel 3.
The Arbor Day events again were
covered by both the Southern
Illinoisan a.~ well a.~ by KFVS news
Channel 3. It seems ironic that the
regional news sources value the
student organization's educational
and community elTons more than
the Daily Egyptian. Rather than
CO\"er student planned a..'ld organized
events the DE continues to
photograph such news breaking
events a.s printed on the front page or
the October 17, 1994 edition: a man
playing guitar or a man playing
pinball at one of the establishments
on the strip in Carbondale printed
that same week.
La.stly, we surely wouldn't want to
miss the annual closing of the DQ
on the strip. ls that really worthy or
front page news? The chapter of the
Society of American Foresters
realizes that some student e,-cnt~ do
receive great coverage by the DE.
We also understand slow news days.
-Gina Davk, senior, forestry,

Student Chapter, Society or
American Foresters, Dept.
Forestry

How to submit a
letter to the editor:

A:You
B:.Letter
C: Editor
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BOST, from page 1idea of being elected state representative of Jackson,
Perry and Union counties.
Bost, who wa.s born and raised in Murphysboro, may
be a stranger to the Illinois General A!i.,;cmbly, but he
ha.s been interested in policies since January of 1984.
Bost remembers when he first got 1he idea to run for
public ,;!lii-e.
"I was complaining about something in local
government and my wife said, 'don't complain unless
you going to do something' so I did," he said.
Bost was elected to the Jackson County Board in
1984 running as a Republican, he said, despite the
advice of his friends.
··Before 1984, I did not consider myself a
Republican or a Democrat," he said. "I talked to people
who told me if I wanted to win in this area I would
have to be on the Democratic ticket. But after studying
each party. I knew I could only run on the Republican
platform."
Bost said he is a strong supporter of smaller
government that emphasize., more local control, which
is what he bclic\·ed the GOP symboliled.
Bost served on the boanl for three-and-a-half years
and then focused on local government offices. He
served a., city treasurer for Murphysboro for thrcc-anda-half yean, and then as a Murphysboro Township
trustee.
While in these offices he worked a.~ a truck manager
and rate clerk for the family business, Bost Truck
Service in Murphysboro, until 1992 when he wa.~ hired
a., a full-time firefighter.
Before working at the family business Bost spent
three-and-a-half years in the United States Marine
Corps. enlisting after being graduated from
Murphysboro High School.
"I signed up under open contract, and I knew I wa.,
going to Iran bt.-causc of the hostage crises. At the time.
thal's what I wanted." he said.
At the age of 19 and just out of boot camp, Bost
married his wife Tracy, a hometown high-school
sweetheart.
Today. Bost aml his family live in an old two-story
white home on Walnut street in Murphysboro. which
they arc in the process of re.storing. Tracy operJtes her
business. The White House Salon. in the building
behind the home.
She admits lhe campaign was a lot of work. but it
wa., a family decision.
"We sat down last Christmas and talked about it."

.... Here's. A ·Rlddle:
What do you gef when ~ ., ·
you cross a bunch of these

wlth •
n
~
of t h i s - . . ~
to·

·

Answer: Female Oil Wrestling
Ladies u,anfing to enter: 549-1395

NICK PAIN?

Would you like lo find a method lo relieve yoW' neck or back pain with·
out surgery?
Most case of neck or back pain involve~ or irritated nerves.
C]ftropractic has bemme famous for ib results in these three cases. New
effective methods are relieving ~tienlS without dangerous drugs and with•
out surgery, Safe1 comfortal-:e, effective"~ c t i c tn-atment.
Staff photo by Shirley Gioia

Mike Bost (right) talks to Kim Monroe Nov. 6
as he was going door to door asking for votes.
Bost was elected state representative in the
Nov. 8 election.
she said. "We thought it wa., wonh the cffon."
He and TrJcy admit the campaign consumed every
moment of their free time, and even the children
helped out by leaving literalure on doorsteps after
school.
For Bost. this is the second campaign for state
representative. Two years ago he also faced Gerald
Hawkins. but lost by a narrow margin to the Du Quoin
Democrat.
Bost is looking forwanl to serving the district in the
General Assembly and working towards his main
priority - 1.-conomic developmr.nt.
"I think workmen•s compensation will be discussed
in the first two weeks of the legislative session.'' he
said. "I also think the budget process will be a lot
quicker now that there is a Republican majority."
Bost said his office will be in Carbondale. but he is
not sure of the location. He also hopes to have satellite
offices in Du Quoin and Anna.

Remember, it s your~ it's your decision!
HEADACHES
BACKACHE
mFFNESS
MIGllAJNE

SCIATICA

AKTHRITIS

SCOUOSIS
CHRONIC PAIN
WHIPLASH

GIRADO
CHIROPRACTIC
lnJuJJ CDnlc - Fuilly C.ve
310E.Main
Carbondale

Dr. John Girado, D.C.
FULL EXAMS AND NEEDED X-RAYS
529.00
(Si9.00Yllutl

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 457--0459
Lumbar disc protrusion Is rnponsible for 98"'- of alt !cw b>ck disc ttla~ pain. If
protrusion i• allawrd to rNJCCUr and rNJCCUr, it =Y b«om,, a disc pml•f'S!" warranting surguy. A protrusion an •uett55fully ~ Itta~ and oftm cmftC!.d undrr

~~=={~~~r:.;,=~~~tioncovorchi•
ropractic att. Wr ~ I asignmmt on qualifiabtr policies.

VOTE, from page 1
Powell said he was indifferent to
the outcome of the vote by the
student btidy.
"If it pa.,scs. th.n's line. If it fails.
that', line. At lea.st the democratic
process would have been served,"
he ,aid.
Powell saiil he was surprised the
senate passed the referendum
without any opposition.
"I w.i., surprised. I thought there
would Ile ,omeone opposed to it,"
he said.
Sawyer said he wa, disappointed
with the amount of debate: ovc:r the
referendum.
"I wanted to see more debate,"

Calendar

he said ... , would ha\·e liked to sec
more discussion about the increase.
It may have drifted from the
referendum. but some good
questions might ha\'e bt.-cn asked"
Powell said all the money raised
from the fee increase should be
used for athletic scholarships.
"Every dollar should go towards
athletic scholarships,''. he s:iid.
Sawyer said the money is not
meant entirely for scholarships.
"This is to keep athletics at its
current level,'' he said. "It's
earmarked for technology and
computers. If it goes through. we
want to make sure the money goes

to the right place:·
Sawyer said the outcome of the
student vote is unpredictable.
"There will be students for it.
against ii. and students who don't
care," he said. "I don't have my
magic ball in front of me. so it's
hard to say:·
He said the administration also
should look al alternate means of
funding the aihlctic prugrams.
"I think athletics arc an important
pan of this ;md C\'ery school. If
r:tising athletic fees is one of the
means. we should." Sawyer said.
"We should also look at other
means of doing it also."

~=~

Center. For details call Bill at 549-

TOMORROW

4651!.
CLASSICAL GUITAR Society of
SIU will hold an open house at 7:30
p.m. at the Old Baptist Foundation.

TODAY
STUDENT

ORIENTATION

CommittL'C will mL'CI at 6:30 p.m. in
the Cambria Room of the Student
Center. For details cal! 453-5714.

SCIENCE FICTION 1-'ANTASY
Society will meet in the Makinaw
room of the Student Center. For
details call Bil at 457-2392.
COi.i.EGE OF SCIENCE will
hold l\kct }'Ollr Dean and your USG
senators Fmm 6:30 to I! p.m. m the
Student Center Auditorium.

Ul'\IVERSAL SPIRITUAi.iTV
will llll-CI at 7 p.m. in the Interfaith
Center. For iletails call Kristen at

457-:?65.i.
SOCIETY

OF

MINORITY

lloteliers will hmt guesl speaker
lklen Cava1.m 11f ~k Dnn;1lds
Corpomtinn . al (1 p.m. in the Video
Lounge of the Student Center. F11r
detail, call Ahal at 5:16-8670.

IIALLROOM DANCE CLUII
frum 7 to !!:JO p.m. in Davks Gym.
For details call Daniel 529-0219.

PHI KAPPA PHI will honor the
outstanding achievement awards
TL-cipient~ from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in lhc
Museum Auditorium. For details
call David at 457-5582.
CHRl~"TIAN Motorcyclist.~ Assn.
will meet for an Ice cream ride at 7
p.m. at the c1oss roads in Desoto.
For details call Bmd al 61!7-2652.
SOUTHERN BAPTIST Student
Ministries will hold a ffl'C lunch for
International Students from 11 :30
a.rn. to I p.m. in the NW Annex
Auditorium Loretta at 457-2898.
RAIN FORFST ACTION Gruup
will meet at 7 p.m. in the S1udent
Center Video Lounge. For details
call Ed at 5.i9-731!7.
SAI.UKI AD AGENCY will nil-ct
at 7 p.m. in Conununications 1248.
For details call at 549-2621.
IILACKS IN Communications
Alliance will meet m 7 p.rn. in the
Mackinaw Room of the Student
Centc:r. For dc:tails 1.·all Dcnai at 4572:?07.
PSICIII will me.ct at 6:30 p.m. in
the Ohio Room of the Stu.dent

For dctails 1.-all Chris at 529-3478.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A!i.~n. will mL-ct at 4 p.m. in Room
206 of the Lesa.- Law Bldg.
RADIO-TV Sophomores and
Freshman can make appointments
for spring advisement in Comm.
1056. For details call Michelle al
453-6902.

ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTION
Team al 6 p.m. in the Interfaith
Center. For details call Mary at 529-

4413.

CAI.F.NDAR POI.IC\' •• Thr
dradllnr for Cal.·ndar ltrm, k IO

~tTCh/~:.o,'l,~~1~~~~~~~

,.rillrn and mu.,1 lncludr time, datr.
pla~. adml~'\lon ro.t and ,pomor or
1hr rnnt and thr namr and

:,,~~~~•;:~!: r.~~.~~~l:~':f.

~~..~~~::'!'.• '1,~~~>"!t.~flt~~

drlhrrrd or mallrd lo 1hr Dally
t:i:ypllan
Nt1uroom,
Communkutlon, llulldln~. Room
1247. So l'llkndar lnfonnallnn "Ill
bt lllkrn our 1hr ltlrphonr.

15% on mat cumnu seruice
Available Frame Selections:
Genuine Mahogany .•••••.......•••• $3.llO/board fi.
Hard Maple ••..•••••...••••••....• $3.00/board fi.
Purpleheart •••••......•..•••......• $4.18/board ft.
Red Oak ...•.•••••••.••••.•.•••••• $1.99/board ft.

Ltst "4y for framing orders - Decnnbn- 10.
Woodshop closn.D«nnb" 17. 9pm
For more information call the Craft Shop at 453-3636.
Locllkd i11 d,e Ln,,n, l,pJ ofd,eSIUC Snuimt CmtnCraft Shop hours: Monday-Friday, 10am-9pm: Sanuday, 10am-4pm
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DEAN, .from, page. 3-

Drug money neWly defined
Los Angeles Tmes
LOS ANGELES-More than
three-quaners of all the paper
money in Los Angeles ha<; some
amount of cocaine or sow.: other
drug stuck to it, according to a
federal appeals court decision
that vividly illuminates how
extensively the drug trade
touches mainstream commerce.
Of every four bills in
circulation in Los Angeles, more
than three have traces of cocaine
or another illicit drug actually
stuck to the paper, according to
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
A~s. which relied on that fact
to dismiss a o;ase against a man
suspected of drug trafficking.
In powdered form, the court .
said, cocaine is so sticky that a
bit stays behind when a drug
dealer wraps it in a bill folded

like an envelope or a user snons
it through a dollar used as a
makeshift. straw.
As that bill is pressed against
another in a wallet or coun1e1f in
combination with others in a
bank or cash register, those other
bills get contaminated too.
That means, the 9th Circuit
court said, that virtually everyone
in Los Angeles is conceivably at
risk of being barked at by drugsniffing police dogs.
"The bottom line," echoed
attorney Jerold L. Bloom, who
defended an Inglewood, Calif.,
man carrying $30,060 that
prosecutors charged was drug
money, "is that anyone with
tainted currency can be stopped
and alleged to be a drug dealer.
lbat's guilt by association."
The notion that most U.S.
currency is tainted with drugs has

been well-known in law
enfon:ement and scientific circles
for about 10 years.
However, the 9th Circuit
decision, issued Tuesday by the
San Francisco-based court,
underscores just how amazingly
widespread the taint of drugs ha<;

become."
Because it's so widespread, the
court ruled, the ability of police
and prosecutors to rely in court

on a "positive alert" from a
drug-sniffing dog will now be
"seriously diminished"-a
serious drawback in cases in
which authorities have seized
cash and the federal government
is seeking the forfeiture of drug

medicine.
"I was really pleased he was
willing to (fill in)," Bierl said. '1t
makes me feel better about leaving
the position."
Dorsey said the candidate for the
position should be aware of
changes taldng place in the health
care system.
~ emphasis is shifting toward
primary care and away from
specialty care," he said ~ shift
in health care over the last decade
ha<; been to shorter hospitalizations,
to procedures which don't require
admission to the hospital and
administration of a lot of things in
an ambulatory or out-patient
setting."

The changes in the delivery of
health care influences the way
medicine is taught at the school,

Dorsey said.
"We have to change in order to
meet those needs," be said. ''We
need to integrate clinical practice
into the whole four years of

medical ecb:ation.".

money.
Such a "positive alert" used to
be "strong evidence"· that a· person bought or intended to buy
drugs.

LEARN, from page 3
be t!l!SY, and the training of teachers
to use the facilities must continue
after the program is fully
implemented.
''This will not be easy to do (the
training)." Haller said.
"It must be ongoing, year after
year. This is something all the
faculty have to be involved with
later on."
Haller said without adequate
faculty participation and support in
the program. the University will be
spending a great deal of money on
facilities that ;,re nol used.
"We also have to be careful of a
'sleepy g:ant' in all of this.~ Haller
said.
"The line charges (Distance
Learning is transmitted through
copper telephone lines) are
something that i~ not built into the
budget and wili have to be."
Snyder said if progress in
Distance Leaming at SIU stays on
target, courses in elementary
Japanese.
agriculture
and
rehabilitation may be transmilted
from SlUC to other stale colleges
this summer.
Snyder also said three new

distance learning classrooms will
be added at Lawson Hall, the
College of Business and the
College of Technical Careers.
Much of the funding for
implementing the classrooms has
already been given to the
University by the state government
and the anticipated cost for distance
learning in Illinois totals about ~5
million. Snyder S!=id.
Snyder said the program has
received much support from SIUC
President John Guyon and
Benjamin Shepherd, SIUC vice
president for academic affairs and
provost
SIUE President Nancy Belck
said her institution is currently
looking into traini!;ig faculty lo use
the distance learning facilities on
the F.dwardsville campus. She said
funding for SJUE from the state for
next year will allow a new site to
be implemenled at the SIUE center
in East SL l{•uis.
A course in workforce education
is currently being transmitted
through the program from SIUC to
Scott Airforce Base near
Edwardsville.

Carroll Walker, an SIUC micro
specialist, said sites that can
currently be transmitted to firm the
University include Rend Lake
College in Aurora, Shawnee
Community College and John A.
Logan.

SEDVN,ONTI\O!l:REENS!
TOM CR'l:TISE

INTERVIEW l:fil

~m'VAMPIRE
Uuly 4:00 5:15 7:00
8ill9:50

In the Army Now
Daily 7:00 ONLY

THE~TfA CLAlf{tffil

Timecop

llily 4:30 6:45 9:CO
EIH )'NEIL

Daily 7:30 ONLY

!llC:K l,.t()H ·\NI"

LITTLE GIANTS

Camp Nowhere P

~

Daily 7:15 ONLY

Dilly 4:306:45 9:15

Now rur RErD.hS 01 P-J;cll!II 6 Son Dnm

GTE and

sruc Department of Theater
Present

Charles Dickens'

A
,,. ..S~turday • December 3
8pm
tickets: : ·;

=

.. :

(618)453-ARTS(2787)

CHRISTMAS
CAROL
Adapted for stage by Dennis Powers and Laird Williamson

Box Office H1s

Directed by Alex Chrestopoulos
Performances on:
November 17, 18 &
December 2, 3 at 8:00 p.m. &
December 3, 4 at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased at McLeod Bo~ O~ce

"60D BLESS VS. E'1£RYON£•
-~Fo'rinore infonnatio~ caU (6l8):~s3:.JOOl
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Healer uses hoHstic appro~cf:I. ~·
By Aaron Butler
Staff Reporter

The root of many of the world's
problems lies within, according to a
Carbondale resident who tries to
help individuals "awaken their inner healer."
Freddie Waddell will give a presentation at the Interfaith Center lonight at 7 p.m., discussing her melhods of healing, which include aura
and chakra balancing, crystals and
flower essences.
"I see myself as a spiritual healer," Waddell said.
"l believe all our physical illnesses and psychological problems
are rooted in being out of tune wilh
who we are."
Waddell has been director of Natural Health Services in Qubondale
for ten years, and says this is what
the univer.;e wants her to do.
·'Life is the great earth school,"
she said.
"The whole reason we are here is
to learn to live in tune with our spirit."
As a child, Waddell said, she wanted to be a minister, but later real-

ized that was not her tnil~ling.
She said she always was introspective, looking mside herself to
find answers to her problems.
"Fourteen yeaJS ago, I became
very ill, and was told I did not have
long to live," she said.·
"I felt betrayed. because I thought
had lived very well. J had been a
vegetarian for ten yeaJS, and had
been very much into nutrition and
cleansing the body, so I saw no reason for this to happen to me."
This difficult time caused Waddell to re-examine her values and
- through contemplation and meditation - brought her to the reali.zation that the causi: for her pro!>lems lay beyond her physical body.
"I set out on a personal quest to
find the reason for my suffering,"
she said
.
''I realized I did not know myself
spiritually, and that this physical
problem was a lesson that I was not
in rune with myself.
''What I want to help people realize is that they have lhe power to
heal themselves. 'The cause for all
our problems as human beings _:_
war, famine and social ills as well

as personal difficulties - is rooted ~
in the fact lhat humans are not in
tune with who they are."
The presentation is sponsored by
Universal Spirituality, a group of
students and Oubondale residents.
who are interested in unusual religions and beliefsystems.
TaraNelson,founderofthegroup,
said she invited Waddell to speak at
the request of several of the group's
members, who wanted others to
hear what Natural Heallh Services
bad to offer.
Nelson said the purpose of the
group is to promote discussion of
different systems of belief.
..We want to broaden our horizons," she said.
"Those of us with unusual beliefs
can educate ourselves, and at the
same time educate olhers about our

SALUKI BASKETBALL
MON. Nov. 14 7:05 P.M.
FLY-IN-FLY-AWAY NITE

WELFARE, from page 1 programs which are especially helpful to public-aid recipient~ and need
to be expanded to include Southern
Dlinois: Job Opponunity and Basic
Skills (JOBS) and Young Parents
Skills Program (YPS).
JOBS helps welfare recipients develop useful skills for the work world
and aid.~ with the expenses of transportation, childcare, books, uniforms and insurance.
''The Young Parents Skills Program a~~ists young parents in becoming independent and in obtaining
necessary skills," Goffinet said. "It
helps young parents plan for their
future well-being."
She said between July 1, 1993 and
June 30 of this year there were 1.25
repeat births in the program, and 97
percent of the children were up to
date with immunizations.
"Both (programs) have proven
their success," Gcffinet said
However, both programs are
found predominantly in the northern
pan of the state. Tbe closest JOBS
program i~ located in Springfield.
YPS is for parents under 20 years
of age, and operates only in Cook
and St Clair counties.
"Jackson County ha~ a variety of
social services but is limited in providing." she said.
Goffinet said participation in welfare programs is a right of everyone
who meets the necessary qualifications.
"We encourage welfare recipient~
to learn more about themselves, to
set goals and help them find independence," she said. "High selfesteem will result in more confid~nce in seeking employment."
Goffinet said Illinois socialservice agencies must work on networking throughout the various
regions.
Greene, also a professor at SJUC's
Rehabilitation Institute, said that
abou, half of the families he serves

are headed by single mothers, many
with educational levels of high
school or below.
"I often think of what it would
take for an individual to become
more productive and gainfully employed," Greene said...There are
two polarized positions, two extremes."
One extreme is the victim scenario and the second includes benefit
cuts, Greene said.
"What is needed is flexibility and
huge amounts of hands-on effon to
make an individual gainfulJy employed," he said.
"The need for flexibility is essential."
State Representative Gerald Hawkins said he is a strong believer in
the Head Start zero-to-six prognun
in the General Assembly.
"(The program) is not something
you see immediate results with it's not instantly happening," he said.
Hawkins also said he is in favor of
a pilot program through the state's
Public Health agency. 'The program
would go into hospitals and interview new mothers asking if they
would like assistance.
He said the program would look
at home surroundings and help in
parenting skills.
However, Hawkins said he has
seen more opposition to this proposal than any other from various religious groups who believe government should not be involved in family matters.
"The cruelest proposal in the legislature is one to cut off benefits to a
mother if she has another child,"
Hawkins said. •'No one in their right
mind would have another child for
an extra $70. It's another bumpersticker sol•Jtion to the problem."
Hawkins said with current public-aid regulations it would take a
"super person" to get off of aid and
become gainfully employed.

Pentagon codes grow dull
Los Angeles Times
WASHINGTON-They beckon
from the past. the great military battles and their still-stirring code
names: Operation Overlord, the DDay invasion of Europe. Operation
Torch, the U.S. landing in Nonh
Africa Operation Anvil, the Allied
liberation of southern France.
Now fast-for,11ard to the 1990s.
The U.S. intervention in Somalia
was called Operation Restore Hope.
lhe U.S. rescue effon in Rwanda
was named Operation ·Support
Hope. The American intervention in
Haiti is known as Operation Uphold
Democracy. And last month's urg-

ent U.S. mobilization to prevent Iraqi troops from invading Kuwait again was Operation Vigilant Warrior.
The disparity points to a paradox:
While the quality ofU.S. forces and
their weapons have risen to an alltime high, the art of finding inspiring code names for what they do has
be.come an unexpected casualty of
East-West p,.-ace.
Even former Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chainnan Colin L. Powell, himself .
110 stranger to the plain-vanilla tum
of phrase, found Operation Productive Effon - the name proposed for
a U.S. humanitarian aid mission to
Bangladesh in 1991 - too humdrum to I~ out of the Pen:itgon. ,
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Unlock the door
to your future:
EXTERNSHIP
OVER SPRING BREAK!

• Gain HANDS-ON experience in
your potential career field!
• Work with a professional SIU
graduate in your field of study!
Application deadline has been extended to Nov 30 due
to overwhelming support from extern sponsors.
Applications are available it1. ~Student Alumni Council
Office on-the 2nd floor of the Student Center, your Dean's.·
Office, and the SIU Alumni Association located at Stone Center.
Remember: Appl_ications due Wednesday Nov. 30, 1994
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.VETERANS, ftQm ~ge 1
in political science and a World
Warn veteran, spoke next
His speech addressed a remembrance oftl-.e veterans of the Revolutionary War, the Civil War, his
companions in WWII and the
veterans of today.
"There is a special link that
binds through time and space all
the men and women of the armed
forces,,. he said.

Hespokeortheimportaoccof
youth for the military.
"We pass the torch out of necessity," he said.
"Only youth has the qualities
that the military demands. 01!1'
young people are our first and
most precious possession."
Jim Scales, director of SIUC's
University Career Services and

J>olin' Blotl<'t'

The SIUC VelaaDS' Cub then
an Colonel of the Anny Reserves, spoke of SIUC's support· placed a wreath at the base of
Old
Main flag pole. The flag was
and dcdicatioo to military vetelowered as a trumpet played the
rans.
..
.
dirge
'7aps."
"SIU prides itself oo being 125
A female ROTC student gently
years old." be said. .
"We now lake this time to ob- gathered the flag in her anns as it
sc,vc VC1er11DS from WWII, Kor- was lowered
The Anny ROTC's rifle unit
ea. Vietnam and Desert Stonn,
because they all called SIU their then fired a 21-gun salute in
honor or the veterans.
home."
Jack Hoyt, a senior in aviatioo
He also stated that with the
conclusion of the Cold War, the nianagcment from LaGrange and
need or the military to secure the a sergeant in the US Marine
Corps, said he appreciated the
ideas of democracy are gn:at.
"The Berlin Wall bas fallen ceremony.
"It was nice to see that people
and the had-line comnmnists of
Russia and China are no more," take the time to ~ those
he said. "As these countries tum who have served and paid the
their beam to the softer ideas or price so we can enjoy the life we
lead today," he said.
democracy, we will need you."

Csrbondale Police
• James Williamson or Herrin reported his white 1987 Buielc Regal
stolen from the University Mall parking lot between 6:30 md 7:25 p.m.
Nov.12.
• Billy William., and Jimmy Richardson of c.boodale were am:sled
at 4 a.m. by East SL Louis police
Nov. 13 after leading them oo avehicle clmc. Wdliams and Richardson walked out of the Cmbondale
Department of Corrections House
of Glass, 805 W. Freeman, Nov. 12.
'Ibey are mc:m:rall:d al the SL Oair
County jail.
• Steven Tinfley of Carbondale
reporttd a robbery on the comer of
Marion and E. College at 9:15 p.m.

Nov. 12. Gregory Barnes of Carbondale demanded money from Tmfley, punched him in the face and
broke his glasses. 1in0ey alerted
SIU police _who ~ Barnes and
~ him. He is in the Jackson
County jail and was charged with
robbery and possession of burglary
tools.
• Andrei. Mortamour of Carbon•
dale ~ an auto burglary that
occum:d Nov. 12 at 12:37 p.m. The
suspect shattered Monamour's window and stole her purse and car
stereo while the car was parked at
6()1) S. lliinois Ave.
• Gary Smith and David Dorris,
residents of 408 112 S. James reported a residential burglary occurring
between 7 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. Nov.
11. 1\vo mountlin bicycles were stolen. Estimaled loss is $650. There
are no suspects in the crime.

WE'RE HELPING TO CLEAN UP THE EARTH

At the Daily Egyptian, we pride ourselves on our concern
for the environment and we're doing our part to help make
it a cleaner vvorld. We practice Earth Day every day by:
✓ Printing with soy ink

✓ Capturing silver flakes from the processing of negatives

✓ Recycling newsprint spoilage and office paper

.(: Recycling press plates and page negatives

✓ Printing exclusively on recycled newsprint

✓ Recycling aluminum cans and telephone books

Daily Egyptian
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·,01eanlla'
Controversial play which deals with
student sexually harassed by professor
originally staged during Thomas
By Dave Katzman
Staff Reporter

"Oleanna:• David Mamet·s
con1rovcrsial play about a student
sexually harassed by her professor,
stops in Carbondale as ii winds
acros.~ the rounuy.
"Oleanna•· is a three-scene. twocharac1er play that recount~ the tale
of a profei..-.or, John. and his student.
Carol. The two characters cla.\h in a
series of debales over lopics ranging
from sexual politics to male
Photo Courtesy of • rtlal by chauvinism versus feminism.
Mamel relea.,;cd 1he play in 1992.
David Mamet's "Oleanna," a controversial work about sexual
harassment, plaeys tonight at 8 p.m. In Shryock Auditorium when the Clarence Thomas/Anita
Hill
trial wa.~ heating up TV scn.-ens
as part of the Celbrlty Serles.

acros!. the country. Mamet, who
always had Iha reputation of writing
weak female characters, was
accu.sed of misogyny by critics and
feminists.
Even his wife, actress Rebecca
Pidgeon, threw the script acros.~ the
room when she first read it. Pidgeon
ended up portraying Carol in the
play's first run.
Earlier this year, the film Y!!{S.ign
of "Olcanna" wa.~ made in 21 days
at the cost of a mere SJ.5 million.
The movie stars William Macy a.~
John and Debra Eiscnstadl as Carol.
In addition to a minimum of 44
plays, Chicago native Mamet has
also ublishcd fiction, poetry, song

One of the most dislingui,hed
poets in lhc Uni1cd S1a1c, will offer
lhc Carbondale communilv a few
poelil· words Tuesday night in lhe
S1uden1 Cenler a, he read, hi,
original poelry work.,.
la) Wrighl. \'isiling professor al
\\'a.,hinglnn Uni\'ersily in SI. Loub
and award-winning poet. will
presenl some of his wriling, at 8
p.n1.. sign boob and he al .,
receplion in lhe ccnler·, Galler)
Lounge. Wright will speak with the
public Wednesday from HI a.m. to
nllOn in the dean of lhc College of
Liberal Art's conference room in
Fancr llall.
Robert Fox. associalc professor
of Engli,h. said Wright's
appcaram:c is in addi1ion lo the
English depanmcnt·, annual
wri1er·, pmgmm

Wright has written nine books of
poetry and was recently awarded
the MacArthur Fellowship award, a
five-year gr.mt for (X'Clry work. He
is a regular instructor :11 Dartmouth
College. bu1 ha.s 1akcn the semester
off to teach al Washington
University. He also has taught at
Yale. and DundL'C in Scotland.
Fox said Wrighl contacted him
and w,rnlcd to speak al the
Universitv because he was in lhc
area anil ·has !raveled across lhe
country giving readings and
exposing his old and new works.
Wright focuses on the divcrsily
of human experience.\ and writes in
a sophistic:ited. complex way on
multi-cultural issuc.s. Fox said.
Rodney Jones. SlUC English
professor. said he uses Wrighl's
work a, example, of perfect tone
:111d pitch in his poetry writing
cla,scs.
··ue·, (Wrighl) interested in

forging II whole new mclhodology
through his wrilings: he blends
many cultures and offers poetry
that is built lo la.st."" Jones said. "It's
pure linguislic music:·
He said although Wright's work.~
arc complex. pmfound and require
much atlcntion. various layers and
me:ming.s can l:ic found throughout
"Some poems arc simple and
elegant. but he ne\·er writc.s about a
scene without bringing the larger
picture and surrounding arc:L~ into
it.'' Jones said... .
..
The common reader or iistener~
will be struck with Wright's
lrcmcndous elegance and language.
Jones added.
Wrighl's appearance is sponson.-d
by the Office of the President, the
Executh·c Office of Affirmative
Action. the dean's office of lhe
College of Liberal Arts 11nd the
Dcpanmcnt of English.

NFL deals with real world: Counselors
talk to players about domestic violence
The

Washington Post

Within weeks after OJ. Simpson
wa, charged 1his summer wilh
murdering ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson and her friend Ronald
Goldman. 1hc Nalional Foo1ball
League sent counselor\ 10 ii- 28
learn !raining camps 10 lalk IO
player, for 1he fir,1 lime ahou1
domcslk \'iolcncc.
Lem Burnham. \\ho heads lhe
NFL', employee a"i,1ancc
prognm. said lhc lcclllrc, were 11111
prnmplcd by the June 12 murders
and renewed na1ional a1tc111ion
given lo a 1989 domestic violence
charge against Simpson.
'That particular 1opic wa.s on my
laundry liM of things 10 cover:·
Bumham said. ··so. yes. we would
have covered it :myway. eventually.
Because I was aware long before
the Simpson case of whal ;;·,
insidious problem this is."
The problem is reflected in the
number of football player:; who
have hren accused of violence
.igainst women in recent years.
A review by The Washingll>n
Po•I has found 141 mcn--56
currcnl and former profcss;onal
football players and 85 college
foothall a1hlc1cs-who have 1:icen
reported to police for violent
behavior toward women since Ja11.
I. 1989. when Simpson beat his
"'ifc during a pre-dawn argument.
The review also found

:1llcgations by victims and
pro,ecutors that football players
were
given
prcfcrenlial
treatmenl-smnetimcs by judges.
Mimelimcs by police-and that
NFL and club executives were
reluctant to discipline athlelcs who
cnmmi11cd crimes lhat did nol

"I was dirt. One time I
pushed my first wife,
she fell, hit her head
and lost
consciousness. I was
scared to death she
died."
-Vance Johnson
Denve,r Broncos

directly affect the bu:;iness of
pmfessional flX11ball.
Vance Johnson. a former star
n.'Ceivcr, wa.s one of cighl members
of the 1990 and 1991 Denver
Broncos who was charged with
violent crimes 11gainst women,
rnnging from rape lo b:iucry tu
a.ssault.
"I wa., dirt," Johnson, a 1hriccmarricd, self-confessed fonner wif-:
bc:.ler, said in a recent in1er\'icw.
"Orie time I pushed my first wife.

she fell. hil her head and lost
consciousness. I was scared lo
death she had died."
.
Seven of 1he eigh1 Broncos.
including Johnson, m11de pica
bargains and only two spent more
than a week in jail. One player wa.s
acquined. Johnson was jailed for
ramming his car inlo his estrnngcd
wife's car while ~he was inside.
Neither 1hc Broncos nor the NFL
disciplined the players. "A lot of
1hc guys on that team were
basically thugs," said Broncos
running back Reggie Rivers,
recalling his 1991 rrokie sca.wn.
The Post"s review-based on a
compull!r•gencra1ed search of
newspapers in more than 40 cities,
a.~ well a.~ interviews and police and
court document,;-found that 48 or
the 141 men reported lo police
were conviclcd. Eightl'Cll of these
men were incarceralcd.
Eleven currcnl and former
players were acquitted. Sixty-one
cases were dropped either for
insufficient evidence or al the
request of the alleged viclim.
Twenty-one ca.\Cs arc pending.
Although universilies often
suspend mhletcs from competition
after a criminal conviction, the·
NA. often allows lhcm to play on. ·. ·
"We're nol the criminal juslicc
system," said Greg Aiello, the
NFL's communicalions dircc_lor.

"Oleanna" plays toniglrt at 8:00
in Slrryock Auditorium as part of
tire Celebrity Series. Tickets are
S13.50 for S/UC students and
S/5.50 for tire ghieral public, and
are ami/able at the Student Center
Ticket Office, the Shryock Box
Office or by calling 453-ARTS
(2787). The play is not
recommended/or children.

L~(•

Nationally-known poet Wright
on campus two days this week
By Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter

lyrics, and an opera. He won lhc
Pulitzer Prize for his 1984 play,
"Glcngany Glen Ross." His other
credits include the scripts for
"Hoffa." "The Untouchables," and
"The Verdict"
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[:' liive; well just sang "blah, blah,
( blah.'?; :: • < "

By Aleksandra Macys

Senior Reporter

What a shame that the eleventh
·· annual. Soundcore Battle of the
Bands did not represent what
Carbondale has to offer musically,
as was the case during the final
round of the battle at Beach Bumz
Thursday nighL
If these bands won the
preliminary rounds, then I'm glad
I missed them along with the other
bands that played because these
bands were in many ways awful.
First of all, thanks to Soundcore
music for having the amplifiers
turned up way too loud - at times
I thought my ears would start
bleeding. It is no wonder that the
police issued noise ordinance
tickets at Beach Bumz previously
because the noise was earassaulting and did not do anything
to help the band's sound.
420 in Progress won the battle
with their classic rock, rhythmic
sound, and compared to the other
bands it would have been an

=: --~ ~-Nobody;s Everything

.

. ent
. the~ not.
Tb~u prize was ·$1,0!)0 m. PA
eq_wpment fron_i local sponsors, a
pnu they defi~tely ~ed. .
Fulcrum, with tbelJ' bard rock
sound and rap-type lyrics which
could not be understood, and
C~die.s with their reJ!Ctitive
style of decent rock_ music won·
se~~nd.. and_ tb!rd pla~e
resp_ecuvely m a tie a~d '!fill
receive 10 hours o~ studio Ume
from Soundc:ore musac.
The _lead . singer for the
Catdadd1es rumed the ~t for the
band because be was trying to be
too-cool, repeating cliches like
"Let's rock and ro)I."
He sounded_llke a character
that even Beavis and Butt-head
would poke fun at.
.
_Fulcr!lm als_o had a problem
w1th·lyncs - ll was _not that_ the
band was ~o bad, It was JUSt
extremely difficult to understand,
so bad that the lead singer may

took fourth-place. and although
they did not .win a prize, they
received recognition.
·· The band attempted to play •
Beastie Boys, Soundgarden and
the Red Rot Chili Peppers and
although. they tried their best, the
music was awful.
Not only was the music way too
loud ·and the band play almost
twice as long as the other bands,
lbe set was repetitive and boring,
especially~since the bass.player
strummed almost the same bass
line throughout the set I secretly
.wished every song that Nobody's
Everything played wished was
.their
About 60 people attended the
battle, which thankfully has
ended.
Hopefully the next battle will
have more to offer. as has been the
case in previous years. and will do
more to represent the vast
diversity of music that Carbondale
bas to offer.

Ian.

SPC's College Bowl a
real winner with students
Oregon doctors no longer
• Is WIS
• hes
at f au It .f or pat ,en
The Washington Post
The enactment last week of
Oregon's "Death with Dignity Act"
represents a legal accepllince of
physician-assisted suicide that is
without precedent in the United

Stales.
The tightly structured law, which
goes into effect Dec. 8, stops far short
of allowing the kind of active
participation that has characterized
the assisted suicides of pathologist
Jack Kevorkian in Michigan. It
places burdens on the terminally ill to
ensure they are following their own
wishes and offers legal protections
for doctors involved in the cases.
But it remains to be seen whether
the Jaw will gain acceptance in
Oregon's medical community, which
has been divided on the legal and

By Chad Anderson
S!affReporter

SIUC's Student Prdgramming
Council hosted Saturday at the
ethical questions surrounding the Stude~l _Center an event si!11ilar to
issue. It passed in a ballot initiative a _1elev1S1on game show des,~ to
with 52 percent ofthe"vote.
_ _ .. g1y~ ,?tudents a ch_3!1~ to display
"I don't think-physicians in _the.
m~llectual abihues.
. _
main have had any pressing desire
. SPC s College Bo~I. now m its
for this legislation," said Peter nmeteenth year, ts an event
Goodwin, a physician who headed formatted after the popular game
the Oregon Right to Die Committee, sh~w _Jeopardy. a~d. held
which soonsored the initiative. He nat10nw1de at 300 msutuuons of
called the law "vecy tightly drafted higher education. The champions
and very specific," and added that of ~ese instit~tions advance to
"nobody is going to dare to act in a regmnal and nauonal tournaments.
cavalier, l!lrngant or negligent way."
For the SIUC double-elimination
The law allows physicians in the tournament, teams can win $500
stale to help terminally ill patients for first place and $400 for second
commit suicide by drug overdose. Jt place.
·
laysoutstrictrulesfurtbis~
Ten teams participated in the
forbidding doctors from taking steps toumamerci ,aturday, according to
more aggressive than writing a SPC prog,amming chairperson
prescription, and requiring witnesse; Mibo Ayngase. She said 16 to 20
consultants
and
written team~ are usually involved, but
documentation.
could not determine why only 10

tll,err

were involved this year.
Teams are composed of a
minimum of three members· and a
maximum of four, but are allowed
two alternates. Only one graduati>
student is allowed to participate
with each team.

"It's become tradition ...
.. .Ifs a chance for
students to compare
themselves against
students from other
schools, and its a
chance to make
academics fun. n
--Don Castle
Two teams advanced to the
championship tournament, ..Tom's
Team" and "Your Worst
Nightmare", and they'll go head to

head at the Student Center in
Ballroom C at 7 p.m. Monday.
They will play a best-of-three
tournament, and the winner will
advance to the regional tournament
scheduled for Feh. 24-26.
Ayngase said the best teams are
made up from members in all
areas.
"The best way is to be
universal," she said. "The
questions are from a lot of different
areas (literature, science, history,
geography, religion, social
sciences, multi-cultural topics and
the arts of popular cullllre, sports,
and cunent events)."
Don Castle, assistant activity
coordinator of SPC, said the
College Bowl is a chance to make
academics fun.
"Jt's become a tradition," he
said. "It's a chance for students to
compare themselves against
students from other schools, and
it's a chance to make academics
fun."
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

'lfteLtulusof

Pbotopapher

woufa(~to

• Know]edp of'35mm photography (coJor and

bJ-=k and white) and ability t.o pnx:e. 35mm
b1ack and white film required. Undemanding
of'pbotojoumalimn and nperiem:e with digitaJ

Congratufate tlit

9«-••tt ;z,,

proceaing eaftware clellirabJe.

Pkage Cfass
cm tlieir activation!

• Requirea daily moming/aft.ernoon timeblock,

Sunday-Thunday regular w«k acheduJe,
apprmimately 20 houn a week. Flelll"bility to
awer evening and weekend auignmentll u
needed neceaary.
• Appliranta ilhould submit 6-8 photocopies of'
their photographs with their application. Do not
aubinit original photoflraphs; we cannot
guarantee that they will be returned.

SonyaJ21Jfams
;tngieJillsene
!J(~n '.Banlwe{[
Cfuiss '1Jo6owic.z

Julie Clienault
'Tracey Collie
9(.mwer[y Conner
. 'Tisfia Conner
'Efiza.ietli !Ffeming
!Jkatlier 9/i,fikr
Cfwstity 9(,uffir
9leatlier Lay
'Tammy !Mc.Lain
Clirissy ~ff
(jrace Oei
Jane[Pavy
JilnneSwift
Jenny 'Tayfor
!J(arin Z,a6orowsij

Application• will be accepted until po.ition11 are
filled. An undetermined number cl positions will be
filled for each job. All applicants must have an
ACT/FFS on file. 'nte Daily Egyptian. ia an Equal
Opportunity Employer. All majoni are encouraged
to apply for all positi01lll.

Daily Egyptian
Pick up your applicatim at the Daily Egyptian.
Bmme•. Office, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259.
Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. 536-3311

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SPRING
Reporter

'We 're protuf ofyou!

• Sunday-Friday schedule, 20-25 hours a week,

daytime time block necessary with flexibility to
work evenings when needed.
• Experience or coursework in journalistic style of
writing desired but not required. All applicants
required to take a grammar, spelling and
writing teat.

Call 536-3311

I'!,~H~~!~~eEK

1ArA..or Student Center

2:3oli · -b pm

Nov 14t ,,

I

Can you

goblile?

Sunday-Thursday schedule, 20-25 hours a
week, evening time block necessaey.

• Previous newspaper experience required.
• Strong grammar, spelling skills required;
~

th & 16th

(Be A Part From

Copy Editor
•

.

experience with Quark Xpress desirable.
• All applicants required to take a grammar,

spelling and writing test.

Art!)

Photographer

the

• Experience in 35mm photography required,

for more Info. call Jim Lockf45~5044
or Aaron Schwartz 536!.7043Wi.

knowledge of photojournalism helpful.
• 20-25 hours a week, daytime time block

necesaary.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR FALL
Circulation Drivers
• Hours 2 n.m. • 6 a.m.
•

Good driving record n must.

All applicants must hnvc an ACT/FFS on nl<!.
All majors arc cncourngcd to npply fer nil positions.
The Daily Egyptian is nn Equal Opportunity Employcr.

Pick up your application nt the Daily Egyptian
Business Office, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259.
Monday through Friday, 8 M!. - 4:30 P.M. 536-3311

Daily Egyptl~n

• Normal schedule Sunday-Thursday but includes
some evening and weekend work as needed to

On November 14th through
18th, spot the turkey in the
classified section and start
gobbling. The day the turkey
appears, if you ore the 5th
caller who correctly identifies
the location and can gobble,
you win a free classified ad.
Winner's names will be prinled
Tuesday, November 29th: ·

~,·t1~1,,1,fi'1tl~lt,~r,:1,J:t1~1tt11;,~~•,t~,t1,-~1•1,,1,"1t,,:,·

cover assignments.
To apply: Submit an application with samples of
work applicab]e to the position for which you are
applying. Applications will be accepted until
positions are filled. An undetermined number of
positions will be filled for each job. All applicants
must have an ACT/FFS on file. The Daily Egyptian
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All majors are
' encouraged to apply for all positions.

Daily Egyptian
at.

Pick llp your application the Diiily Egyptian. . .
Business Office, Commu·nications Bldg., Rm.,1259.
Monday th~ugh Friday, 8 A~. -4:30 P.M;, 536-33U
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includes
rrhe Pasta House Company salad, hot cheese
garlic bread and your choice of Spaghetti
Bolognese (our famous meat sauce),
Spaghetti Pomodoro or Spagh~tti Siciliano.

·511,.._

Sorry, no doggic bags, and not valid with carry~uts.
Sunday 4 • 8:30 p.m.
Monday 4 .: 10 p.m. ·
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Flood - Relief
Alternative Break
'~

•.J':

The- ~UKI VOLUNTEER. CQijPS is offering an
opportunity for the students of Soutliem Illinois Univmity at
Cmlxmdale to pmticipate in an Altematitie Break Program.
The Altonative Break will be held January 8 -14, 1995.
This AltematiW? Break will be held on Kaskaskia lsrand, ll,
assist residents 'lWth their ongoing flood relief efforts. Take this
opportunity to assist others in need while al.so developing

I

J __ '

,our leadership skills.
For more infonnation contact: Kathie Lorentz

,,,,..SALUKI VOLUNTEER CORPS

ii!fi;;;;/,,1

Student Development

,=_~

453.5714

Staff Photo by Shirley Gioia

Saluki offensive lineman Jeff Gill, a senior from Jacksonville, and a University of Northern
Iowa player chase a fumbled ball at SIUC's final home game Saturday afternoon at
McAndrew Stadium. The Salukis lost 39-7.

HOME FINALE, from page 16
.. We knew we were in a weakened
stalc so we had to do some things
we didn"t want to do...
The Panthers picked up 207
yard~ on the ground as 10 UNI
players were credited with at lea~t
two carries.
UNI was c4ually as dangerous
through the air with three Panther
QB's hitting 10 different receivers
for 250 total pa~sing yards.
UNI wide receiver Dedric Wan!
emerged as the team's most
dangerous offcnsi ve weapon.
catching six balls for 115 yards and

two touchowns.
"They've got some real fine
skilled people and I think they
showed that:· Ferguson said.
.. They've got great team speed
and arc not exceptionally big,
but thev·rc well coached and
really showed us how good they
arc.
"We hope they can go on and
win that National Championship."
Several young Saluki players
saw action Saturday. including
freshman QB Ja~n Karnes.
The Dawgs wrap up their sea~on

Saturday at Eastern Illinois (5-5. 32)

and Ferguson said the game will
provide an even greater chance for
coaches to look at next season's
prospecL~.
.. I'm sure Coach Watson wants
to play those guy's (young players)
more. We've stuck with the seniors
long enough and I know he wants
to stan thinking about the future
right now." he said. "You hate to do
that to kids. but our furure has got
to be next year and we need to stan
thinking about next year:·

Personal pain in public domain:
Capriati feels heat of media light
By Johnette Howard
Tne Washing1on Post
The pain on Jennifer Capriati's
fa~·e is palpable - still. If there had
been any doubt about the gravity of
the problems that drove her from
the tennis tour 15 months ago. or
the depths of her scaring
unhappincs~. it should've been
erased lm,t Tuesday a~ Capriati sat
behind the microphone in the media
tent at the Virginia Slims of
Philadelphia.
She· d just put her first comeback
match bei1ind her. The reception
had been rousing. warm. But there
wa~ little exhilaration in her voice.
No giddy ramblings. She made no
assurances that all her problems arc
behind her. She just said. "I'm just
taking everything day to day right
now."
TI1e longer she spoke, the more
the life drained out of her voice.
And the warier she became.
Someone asked her about the
worldwide media coverage she
attracted in her trouble-filled
months off the tour. and while the
query was ~till being uttered,
Capriati had begun looking around
the ballroom distractedly. a~ if she'd
suddenly become self-conscious
that she was sitting in full public
view and talking about something
so personal and so important - her

loss of self. her workaday childhood
- in the same setting she used to
talk about a trifling tennis match.
When it wa~ time to answer. she
let out a gust of a sigh and haltingly
said. 'This ... is ... so weird."
"What's weird:' her questioner
a~kcd.
"This:· Capriati said. waving a
hand at the crowded room.
Then she fell silent.
The overwhelmingly sad thought
sitting there, watching and listening
to Capriati gamely press on. was
this is how misery gel~ played out
in modern life - with video
cameras whirring on. recording
your every wince as well as your
every word. And a pack of reponers
asking you to spill your deep
secrets. asking you to elaborate;
asking. "How docs it feel.?" And
photographers standing stockstill.
their cameras pre.~ to their eyes,
their shutters firing the moment you
eniote anything - joy. indifference,
confusion.
For high-profile athletes,
attention is inescapable. And that's
a hell of a way to try to mend.
There's no getting around the fact
that athletes - to work - must
resurface in public. But sitting there
Tuesday. watching Capriati talk,
was also to be reminded of the
difference between a celebrity as
some abstraction and a celebrity

whose artifice has been stripped
,1way. revealing a human being.
Anyone can write a critical story
or dial up a spons-talk show and
rail about a Capriati. a Dwight
Gooden. a Dennis Rodman.
Anyone. from a distance. can grab a
jock and hoist him up as some
representative example of greed. of
ungratefuh;tess. Every jock who
screws up risks becoming a
potential cautionary talc.
But it is withering, it almost
makes you squeamish. to see them
in their backstage moments after the
fall or during the fallout. It"s
unnerving to sec how the spons
machinery can eat its young, or
overrun even the not-so-young.
In Capriati's ca~ there were the
bevy of companies seeking ·a
pitchwoman for their hand cream
and tennis wear and graphite
rackets. There were her parents and
tennis's entire groaning. billiondollar apparatus - the promoters,
the agents, the tour management,
even some players - who were
hoping for an American-born star
lo succeed just-departing Chris
Even.
It was S4.5-million dollars in
annual income - guaranteed - the
minute Jennifer and her parents
signed all the dotted lines and
trotted her out on tour at age 13
years 11 months.

HOOPS, from page 1 6 - - --we have two weeks until we
open at Vandy. and I think we are
where we want to be"
Freshman guard Cari Hassell
led the Salukis in srnring with 22
point~ in 20 minute~ of play.
Has~cll said her job wa~ to shoot
from the outside. and it worked.
"I came out hoping to play a
good gamr. and I did;· she said.

openings for the inside players,
which is what I was supposed to
do."
Another bright spot on the
SIUC team was junior forward
Christel Jefferson, who played for
injured forward Rockey Ransom.
Jefferson had nine points and
seven rebounds for the Salukis.
Jefferson said the team did not

uy harder next time.
"We played a little slack today,
but we'll gd better." she• said.
"We have a very quick team this
year that is very together."
Guard Nikki Gilmore had nine
points and three steals in 20
minutes of play,, and ·senior
An·geriette Sumrall had nine
points and five rebounds for the
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FOOTBALL!
•75¢ Quarts
•$1 .GD Speedralls
•FREE PIZZA
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VO~LEYBALL,
N~yr~1tilbyc1. t9.
n~ogJacke~ for good
ilit6~hiireni niade .. -with
from page 16--- NEW voRIC~A:
decidedly .

me.;. · ";,:, · ·
the~ five other times.
But she, like other players on
the Virginia Slil!1S Cham:,- .·., . :'.In. the. end ~be, h;ad a great .. the tour, ~ their~ will not
ionsbips this. year• .Martina,.: rippon with the crowd;" said•· be the same:onci-Navratilova
Navralilova has .c:boseo Madison .. Slmiir; ~bo·is p]BJllll doubles puts . .. her J.mf~olley.
Square Garden; bet adopted . liere with Liz Smylie and
going to miss her a lot.
ceunis home, to say goodbye.
catch all of the Navratilova She meant everything for tennis,"
The drama begins Tuesday malcbcs she can. '1n one of our Sabatini said. "I look at her and
night, when the Garden will raise last matches together, when we the style she bad, she could do
a banner in Navratilova's honor won our last championship anything. Sile bas great character
after her first-round match (1991), we won, 6-4, in the third on the court. It's going to be
against Gabriela Sabatini From over (Jana) Novotna and Gigi special."
now on, evesy tC!lnis ball strucl: Fernandez. It was an amazing
Navratilova, who will beat the
under the Garden roof will be hit match ••. Anytime she's taken Stanley Cup champion New
undemeath the name of Martina the court, I've never felt such an- York Rangers to the rafters
Navratilova, the greatest woman electricity in the crowd"
because of the hockey lockout,
to play the game.
The draw did not favor the already bas a permanent place at
"I just hope she doesn't get all fans or the Garden by matching the Garden. Last August she,
tied up," said her longtime the sixth-seeded Navratilova Chris Evert and Billie Jean King
doubles panocr, Pam Slaiver. '1t against the unseeded Sabatini, were inducted into the building's
could go either way."
another New York favorite, who Walle of Fame.
Slaivcr and Navratilova paired won here in 1988.
.
Although Navratilova will be
for nine Slims doublei;
Sabatini said New York's stealing the spollight this week.
championships in 11 appearances infatuation with her is 15 more of the best women's
at the Garden from 1982-1992. reciprocated. "I feel extra players will be competing for the
In singles, Navratilova rules at motivated there, always," $250,000 winner's purse. Play
33nl Street She bas seven tides. Sabatini said. "I love the begins Sunday and runs through
including a record five straight, atmosphere. Tbe crowd is great Sunday.

melaocboly atmosphere envelops

"We played sub-par volleyball, and
that won't get us into tlie
tournament," she said. "We did,
some things that made us look like
a bad team, but by no means are
we go•ng to throw in the towel with
one game left."
After losing to the Panthers,
SIUC bad one more chance to keep
its hopes alive for a conference
tournament bid against Drake
Saturday nighL
The Salukis came out blasting
against the Bulldogs in game one
winning 15-10. Then another
SIUC team showed up for the next
two games, and Drake too control
of the Salukis and the home crowd
downing SIUC 15-8 and 1S-11 in
games two and three.
Io game four, Drake pulled out to

a lU lead before the Saluki aowd
finally got into the~ With the
Salukis crowd behind them, SIUC
ran off five points in a row to bring
lhe score to 13-iJ, but that is all the
Salukis would get as the Bulldogs
scored two and put the SIUC
seasontorestforanolheryear.
Locke said the loss · was
disappointing. but the players
played as hard as they could.
"Our goal at the beginning of the
season was to go to the (MVC)
tournament, and we fell short one
match, which doesn't sit well with
us," she said. "Our player.:; hung in
there and fought hard in a knock
down drag out match.
'1 told lhem one thing, and that
was that I was thank you for all the
effort you gave me this year."

will ."Wa;:

DAWGS, from page 16
After getting his first look at the
team under actu!ll game circumstances, Herrin said there's
some areas his players need to
improve upon.
"I think we could probably be in
a little better shape, but that will

come as the season progresses," he
said. "It's a long, long

season and

~~~iii~:;:;=~and~0'7! ...-------...;....·----·iiiiii·•--·-·-----------·------·iiii----------------

- - - - - .

you

keep practke intense, fun
go from there."

Cedar h-urs t:
1

TooJ,1rt·•,--..,?,.,.

HARRIERS, from page 16
Akal, senior captain for
the Salukis who finished 25th ~;i~~~mi;~~~t~~::r:!
nd th
running a time of 32:17, said the
Garth

front group breaking from the pack
was a key to the meeL
"You know somebody is going
to break and when they did they
broke so fast we couldn't respond."
he said. ''The worst part for me was
the second mile up through the
fourth mile and then I started
recovering. but I'm really upset
with my run."
Akal said even though he knows
the Conference Championship is
important he is unfulfilled.
"We did win conference and I
know that is the most important
thing, but individually this is

HORNER,

•

C'liamber Music

'Best ?'"ou.na Piantsu In 'IfJe !Mi,la,ut.

T-he Beethoven Society For Pianists

:~~t

Co•.Spon.soretf ig Mapa 'Bant. of Sou.#um IUinois, Centralia,
an4 !1,(rs. !l(,L; !l(p,lar in memory of Joli.n Page 'ff/Ii.am

~!e~
no why a
at
Marneros, SlUC's lone All~
Districtrepresentativewhofinished
about a minute behind District
winner Ian Robinsoil said he could
have ran a lot better.
"I was not feeling to well today
or I could have knocked off about

Sunday. No~ernber 20. 199..

7:30 pm

Tickets $12/Studenis $2. Ticket• available at the door.

,,..r

S•oso• ()•.,•••ors: !Bo••"!"•'., 9••~ of .Soutli c...
IIJi,iois, !First C•«u(or of Soutlum
I((i"ois, (joo,£ .Saraarlta11 ~6'oiitu !1fuf•li C••tir, !1,{ani,. !Foo,Cs of !Kt. Venson, !Mer,onti£• 21 .... ~
· . ,..,c otlur i,i,Cioitluau.
at Mitchell Museum Richview Rd .• Mt. Vernon. 242-1236

45 seconds off my time," he said. '========·'l1i='u=•i,=','=•=••="=··=sp=·oru=·=o=n=t£=i•=-P=!="'=6y=tlu=I=t.=li=11o=is=Jl=N=1=C=o=•=•=•if.=•·=======:
"The fifth mile was really hard for ..
rlidn
~;_iuSl
.t feel good all
Martin Fysb finished 37th, Mruk

The.: Varsity Sport of the Mind

~

-Campus Champtonsh'1p

~~---'
"
'
,
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from page

I

Russell 43rd, Neil Lisk 62nd, and

16

to kick past Jo Fairclough of Iowa
State for thiid place running a time
17:34.
"For a while I was fourth or fifth,
but I really wasn't worried because
I knew I had a kick and I didn't
give up even though it was hard
throughout," she said. "I just
wanted to get third that was my

as well as at Districts, Daehler is a
good candidate for Nationals.
"There is a possibility, but they
would have to go two deep in this
region," be said. "However she bas
been running well all year and
deserves to go.
"They only have six at-huge bids
in the whole counlry so we'll have

mainSO
concern
andwhen
it wasn't
until
the
last
meters
I had
three
girls in front ofme that I made my
move."
"My whole focus at that point
was to get past that third girl."
Horner said winning conference
(Oct. 29) and advancing to the
National Championships was not
conceivable at the beginning of this

to DeNoon
see."
said he was pleased with
Homer's
and
Daehler's
performance while the overall
team's performance was basically
the same as it bas been throughout
the year.
"Jennie and Debby certainly ran
against the cream of the aop in the
midwest and ran well," DcNoon

Come Watch the Finals
Tonight, Nov. 14, 1994
7:00 PM

Ballroom C
FREE ADMISSION
Spcnored by SPC Caller PrcgmunirJ c.onmttlee & 5lmeit Cenler
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year.
said.
''This has been the highlight of "We (lhe team) scored under 200
my year," she said. "I never ever points even though we didn't get a
thought I would get this far because real strong performance from our
I did so poorly my mt thn,c years fourth and fifth place runners, but
except for a couple of spots."
we didn't expect to. I knew this was
Debby Daehler also joined a rebuilding year to start with
Homer on the All-District Team because we have a lot of young
finishing eight with a ~ of I 7:56. rumen," be said.
She bas a chance to rcc:eive one of
With all of the young runners, .
the six at-large bids to the National DeNoon said the next couple of
Championships, which will be yearswillbegoodfortheteam.
announced Monday.
"We have a lot of young talent
Daehler said even though she andwillbeareallygoodteamifnot
made the All-District Team and had next then two years from now as the
a good senior year, she wants to runners gain more experience."
qualify for Nationals to cap off the
Freshmen ICclly French finished
season.
35th, Raina Larsen 65th and Leah
"I know I should be very ecstatic Steele came in 88th. Sophomore
but I'm still not pleased," she said. Lola-Mae Spencer ran 95, and.
"I know I bad a good season but I Freshman Beth Baysa- rounded out
still want more."
· the Salulti contingent finishing
Saluki women's coach, Don 112th.
DeNoon said based on her
. •
.· :
.
1Je!formance 'lhrwgt1911t the--••~ .. -wd#sn by,DougDurso. • ••
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Harriers make mark at District !meet
By Doug Durso
Senior Reporter
SPRINGFIELD, MO.-11 wa.~ a
disappointing end to an otherwise
successful season as the SIUC
men's cross country team fell to
sixth al the District Championships, Saturday.
Iowa St. crushed the 16-team
field al Southwest Missouri State
beating second-place Oklahoma
Stale by 64 poinL~ by having four
runners in the top-six. The Salukis
were led by Stclios Mameros who
finished 14th running a time of
31 :4-t on the IOk course.
SIUC men's head coach, Bill
Cornell said it wa.~ the lack of hard
competition going into Districts

Third-place Homer qualifies for Nationals
SPRINGFIELD-MO.-U5ing a
strong kick at the end, SIUC
cross country runner Jennie
Horner ran her way into the
National Championships while
as a team the Saluki women
finished in the middle of the
pack.

that wa.~ a key lo the meet.
"We got out decent but we
ha\'en't done that a lot t!iis year and
ii wa.~ hard to relax and maintain a
good pace against this level of

SIUC finished eight at the 17team District Championships on
Saturday al Southwest Mis...ouri
State with ~ and Nebraska
taking the lop two spots. The
Salukis was led by Homer, who
finished third allowing her lo
qualify for Nationals on Nov. 21.

competition."
Cornell s:iid one of the ways to
prepare the team belier for next
year's Districts is to run a !Ok race
in addition to the regular 8k races

Alice Braham from Oklahoma
won the meet running the 5k
course in 17:21.

Homer ran founh and fifth
through most of the meet biding
hertimcuntilthelastSOmetcrs
-

HORNER, page 15

they run during the rest of the year.
"I thi11k running a IOk meet with
this competition wa.~ something we
were not prepared for," he said. "I
would like to make our Saluki

By Grant Deady
Sports Editor

By Grant Deady
Sports Editor

The Saluki men"s hasketball team looked more like
Dream Team Ill Friday night when SIUC throttled
Ukraine. 100-66. in the ~a.,on's first exhibition game at
the Arena.
SIUC jumped our to an early 29-7 lead and never
looked hack. but Saluki head c<>a.:h Rich Herrin said the
competition wa.,n"t a.~ talented a., he had ho1X,-<l.
··1 was a little disappointed in the Ukraine team," he
said. "'I thought they could probably play a little better."
Marcus Timmons led a balanced Saluki attack, scoring
23 poinl~ and gmbbing 14 rebounds in just 28 minutes of
action.
Chris Carr alw put on a show that included a technical
foul for hanging on the rim after a second-half alley-oop
dunk.
C!!.'1- finishL-<l with 21 point, and thn.-c board.~ during 20
minutes of play.
Jaratio Tucker made his debut at _the point guard
position by chipping in 11 poinL~. while senior backcourt
mate Paul Lusk added 10.
Ian Stewart came off the bench and scored nine points
for the Dawgs. which included t"No three-pointers.
··1 don't think you can single out one guy tonight,"
Herrin said. "It wa., a great effort by all parts. We hope
that depth will he better than it wa.~ in the pa.~t.
"'fael)body did something com.-ct!y tonight."
SIUC is still hampered hy several nagging injuries
h,:ading into tonight"s final exhibition match-up with
Athletes in Action. hut ~omc players arc beginning to
heal.
• Junior guard John Dadzic wa.~ dressed Friday, but did
not play due to a dislocated thumh. Dadzie is expected to
sec some action tonight.
• Scven-f1K1t sophomore Shane Wells is still nursing a
bad shoulder and is scheduled to begin practicing again by
mid-week.
• Freshman Reggie Nelson is a week to 10 days away
from seeing the court after suffering a stress f:'acturc in his
foot.
• Jame.~ Watts, a 6-8 freshman from Memphis, Tenn.
has decided to red-shirt this season.
see DAWGS, page 15

The Saluki women's basketball
team won iL~ first exhibition game
Sunday against the St. Louis AAU
Lat:, Hawks 82-63.
Much of tile scorin1~ wa.~ sci up by
SIUC steals and tous:-,h defense led
by sophomore guard Kasia
McClendon's seven steals in the
game.
SIUC head coach Cindy Scott said
the def_ense wa~ not up to par in the
first half, bt•t stepped up in the
second.
.. We were a little timid in the first

Stall Photo by J. Beblr

half, but the defense came through in
the second half," she said. "We
preny much controlled the this game
with the defense."
Scott's new defensive strategy of
pressing the ball more with the
quicker team payed off, and she saili
the team will be better at it as the
season gets closer.
_ ,
.
"It may' take us a while 10 get it,
but we are quick and athletic enough
to stay wiih the p1ess," she said.
"We _need to work on the decision
making at the point nnd ball control
before the next
though.
.

game
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Some !X,'Oplc said it wa.~ over before it began.
Most people said it was o\'cr at halrtimc.
SIUC got a glimpse of what the Saluki
football program hopes to become Saturday a.~
14th ranked Northern Iowa built a 32-0
halftime lead and went on to wax the Dawgs.
39-7.
UNI (7-3. 6-0) ha.~ already wrapped up its
fifth consecuti\'e Gateway title and bt.-camc just
the third team in conference history to finish
league play undefeated.
"They're an outstanding football team.
there's no doubt about that," SIUC defensive
coordinator Linwood Ferguson said. "They
showed us what we need to he."
Ferguson handled the post game press
conrerencc for SIUC after head coach Shawn
Watson learned his father, Ron, had suffered a
heart attack about an hour before kickoff.
Watson left almost immediately after the
game and a.~ or Sunday e\'ening. Ron WaL~n
was listed in stable condition at Carbondale's
Memorial Hospital.
The 3,100 fans that turned out for Saturday's
game got an early taste of what was to come
when Saluki quarterback Da\'e Pierson lofted
an interception on the second play of the game.
SIUC (1-9, 0-6) turned the ball over three
times in the first half, which resulted in 14
Panther point~.
UNI quarterback Breu O'Donnell threw
three first half touchdowns and finished the day
14-of-21 for 191 yard~ as the Panthers outgained SIUC 457 lo I53 in total offense.
Ferguson said injuries have depicted his
defensive front, which forced the unit to rake
some risk.~ in order to knock the UNI offense
off-track.
"We knew we would have a hard time
holding up. Pat Baldwin is out and David
Jacobs wa.~ playing injured," Ferguson said.

Saluld 143 Chris Carr leaps for the rim after stealing the ball
from a visiting Ukrainian player during Friday night's 1D0-66
win at the SIUC Arena.

St. Louis AAU Lady Hawks
defeated by women's hoops
By Sean Walker
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UNI snuffs gridders
in final home game
of season, 39-7

Dawgs pound Ukraine,
100-66, at SIUC Arena

Staff Reporter

Invitational a 10 k meet to gel us
ready for Districts."
Even though the Salukis will not
advance lo the National
Championships, Cornell said
winning the Missouri Valley
Conference title on Oct. 29 made
this a successful ynr.
"Our main goal as always to win
conference first and if we go lo
nationals that would be icing on the
calcc," he said.
1be large 16-team field stayed
tightly packed through most of the
early stages of the meet, before
three Iowa State runners and two
Oklahoma State runners broke
away from the pack.

see HOME FINALE, page 14

Volleyball team misse~ MVC bid
By Sean Walker
Staff Reporter

For the second year in a row, the Saluki
volleyball team .had a Missouri Valley
Conference tournament bid well within its reach,
and failed to come throtigli.
SIUC needed to beat either Northern Iowa or
Drake this .weekend to quaiify for the tournament,
but did not do it. > '. • ·· ·
The Salukis dropped the first match Friday
night to the No. I. seed in the MVC ioumey,
Northern Iowa. in three games, 7-15, 9-15, I 1-15.
The turning point in the weekend came during the
Northern Iowa match. when SIUC outside hiner
Heather Herdes stepped on a Panther player's
_f~ ~- s~~,~r ~ e pu~~~g Herd~s out for

the remainder of the weekend.
Freshman Traci Eggers replaced Herdes and
had a good showing, but it wa.~n•1 enough to pull
the Salukis through.
Northern Iowa head coach lradge Ahrabi-Fard
said Herdes' loss hurt the Salukis.
"It would have been a lot closer and more fun
to watch for the fans if Herdes would have been
in the match,'' he said. "I worry about SIUC's
chances tomorrow night against Drake with her
OUL

.

•

"I really hope they do well," he said.
Saluki he·ul coach Sonya Locke said SIUC did
not play well, but wouldn't give up with one more
match to play,
8N VOLLEY~LL, page 15

